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Synaptic plasticity is considered to be a basis for learning and memory.

However, the relationship between synaptic arrangements and individual

differences in learning and memory is poorly understood. Here, we explored

how the density of microglomeruli (synaptic complexes) within specific regions

of the bumblebee (Bombus terrestris) brain relates to both visual learning and

inter-individual differences in learning and memory performance on a visual

discrimination task. Using whole-brain immunolabelling, we measured the

density of microglomeruli in the collar region (visual association areas) of the

mushroom bodies of the bumblebee brain. We found that bumblebees which

made fewer errors during training in a visual discrimination task had higher

microglomerular density. Similarly, bumblebees that had better retention of

the learned colour-reward associations two days after training had higher

microglomerular density. Further experiments indicated experience-dependent

changes in neural circuitry: learning a colour-reward contingency with 10 col-

ours (but not two colours) does result, and exposure to many different colours

may result, in changes to microglomerular density in the collar region of the

mushroom bodies. These results reveal the varying roles that visual experience,

visual learning and foraging activity have on neural structure. Although our

study does not provide a causal link between microglomerular density and per-

formance, the observed positive correlations provide new insights for future

studies into how neural structure may relate to inter-individual differences in

learning and memory.
1. Introduction
The search for the biological basis of individual learning and memory abilities is

as old as the field of cognitive science [1]. Some studies in comparative cognition

work suggest a positive correlation between general cognitive ability (intelli-

gence) and brain size [2,3]. However, the correlations found yield some

inconsistencies [4] and the overall size of nervous tissue tells us little about why

there are individual cognitive differences. A mechanistic understanding of indi-

vidual learning ability requires examining the underlying structures within the

brain and how they change in relation to learning performance. Synaptic plas-

ticity is considered to be a basis for learning and memory [5–7]. However, how

synaptic structures relate to individual learning differences is not known [8].

Bumblebees’ and honeybees’ impressive cognitive abilities, simple neural archi-

tecture compared with mammals, and variation in individual learning performance

have provided an ideal model for investigating the neural bases of memory [9–12].

The mushroom bodies of insect brains are high-level sensory integration centres that

are involved in learning and memory [13,14]. The main input regions within the

mushroom bodies, the calyces, comprise the lip, receiving olfactory information

from the antennal lobe, the collar receiving visual information from the optic lobe,

and the basal ring, receiving both visual and olfactory information [15–18]. Within
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Figure 1. Behavioural paradigm and quantification of microglomeruli. (a,b) Experimental set-up and procedure. (a) Schematic of training/testing arena. (b) Training
procedures for bees in each experiment (see also Material and methods). Grey squares, transparent chips; coloured squares, coloured chips (see the electronic supplemen-
tary material, figure S1); þ, sucrose solution; 2, quinine solution; w, water; (c) confocal section of the frontal view of an adult bumblebee’s whole-brain
immunuolabelled with anti-synapsin (scale bar, 150 mm; lCA, lateral calyx; mCA, medial calyx). (d ) Right lateral calyx (scale bar, 50 mm; white solid line indicates
lip region and white dotted line indicates collar region). (e) Collar and ( f ) lip regions of a mushroom body calyx (scale bar, 20 mm), individual microglomeruli can
be seen labelled with anti-synapsin. White outlines are example positions of selection cuboids (white). (g) Enlarged immunolabelling view of an example cube.
Each projection neuron bouton was visualized by spheres (shown in grey here) showing the position of each in a 7.8 mm � 7.8 mm � 7.8 mm cube (scale bar,
2 mm). (h) Diagram of a microglomerular complex, including a presynaptic bouton from a projection neuron (red) and the postsynaptic endings of Kenyon cell neurons
(grey).
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each of these regions, the neuronal connections are organized in

synaptic complexes called microglomeruli (figure 1h), each con-

sisting of a single presynaptic bouton from the axon terminal of a

projection neuron surrounded by several postsynaptic dendrites

of intrinsic neurons, called Kenyon cells [19,20].

Identification of microglomeruli via immunolabelling has

shown that age, age-dependent behavioural changes, tempera-

ture during pre-adult development, developmental changes

and foraging activities of various social Hymenoptera lead to

synaptic organizational and structural changes within the

mushroom body calyces [8,21–24]. Recent work also showed

that establishment of long-term memory is accompanied by

changes in microglomerular density within the mushroom

body of the insect brain, but this has only been examined for

olfactory learning [25,26]. The few studies exploring how

visual information affects microglomeruli in the insect brain

have been limited to light exposure or deprivation [21,24,27],
or a simple two-colour discrimination task (see [28,29] and

Discussion). Understanding how individual learning abilities

might relate to neural architecture will provide valuable infor-

mation on the neural underpinnings of cognition in general.

In the present study, we asked how learning several colours

(a 10-colour visual discrimination task) affects the density of

microglomeruli in the bumblebee brain, and whether microglo-

merular density correlates with individual performance during

the task.
2. Material and methods
(a) Animals
Bumblebee colonies (Bombus terrestris) were purchased from Biob-

est Belgium NV (Westerlo, Belgium). All colonies were settled in

wooden nest-boxes (40 � 28 � 11 cm), which were connected to
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small flight arenas (65 � 45 � 25 cm) with a Perspex corridor (25 �
3.5 � 3.5 cm). Small doors in the corridor allowed us to control

which bees were able to enter the arena at any one time. Each

day, newly emerged bees were placed in a queen marking cage

(EH Thorne Ltd, Market Rasen, UK) and marked with a number

tag (Opalithplättchen, Warnholz & Bienenvoigt, Ellerau,

Germany) superglued to the top of the thorax to identify bees indi-

vidually and to know their age. Only tagged bees were used for

experiments. Bees had no foraging experience prior to pretraining;

bumblebees were kept within the hive nest box without access to

the arena until they were trained according to the experiment.

All bees used in experiments were similar in age (12.8+0.2

days) at time of collection, i.e. end of experiment.
 oc.R.Soc.B
284:20171323
(b) Pretraining
All bees, except those in the No-colour Learning group in exper-

iment 3, were first trained to land on colourless transparent

(Perspex) chips (25 � 25 mm) with 7 ml 40% sucrose solution,

which they would consume. Chips were arranged in a pseudoran-

dom array of 10 chips within the arena, each on top of a small glass

vial. Bees successfully foraging from the transparent chips and

returning to the colony eight to 10 times on a regular basis (inter-

trip interval within 5 min) were moved on to the training phase

(figure 1a,b). Bees foraged together for most of their trips during

pretraining (a trip is defined as the time a bee spent foraging in

the arena before returning to the nest to unload her collected crop).

To control for any differences in microglomerular density that

may be affected by bee size differences, worker (female) bumble-

bees of the same size were selected visually, and later confirmed

by measuring head width (maximal distance between the distal

surfaces of the eyes measured in dorsal aspect), as a proxy of

body size, because head width is correlated with both body

size and brain volume (e.g. [30,31]). All bees used in our study

had head widths from 4.2–5.1 mm—a narrow range compared

with the total species range of 2.8–5.3 mm [32]. Once emptied by

a bee, chips were refilled by the experimenter during pretraining

and training.
(c) Training
(i) Experiment 1
Bees were trained individually to discriminate five different chips

(artificial flowers; coloured Perspex chips, 25 � 25 mm) containing

sucrose solution from five different chips containing bitter quinine

solution (figure 1a,b). Details on illumination and colour stimuli

can be found in the electronic supplementary material, S1. In all

experiments, chips were cleaned with 70% ethanol in water

between two sequential trips to ensure no scent marks were

being used to solve the task. Bees underwent five foraging trips

with 10 min inter-trip intervals (a paradigm that has been shown

to cause long-term memory formation in bees [33]). Inter-trip inter-

vals were kept consistent. Bees tended to return from their nest to

the corridor every few minutes, and when this occurred, bees were

prevented from entering the arena using small doors in the corri-

dor until the 10 min interval had ended. There were two chips of

each colour and 20 chips in total in the arena. All rewarding

chips contained 7 ml 40% sucrose solution, and all unrewarding

chips contained 7 ml saturated quinine solution (1.2 mg ml21

H2O). Colour loci nearest each other were split between rewarding

and unrewarding (electronic supplementary material, figure S1a),

so that the task would be more difficult. During the last 10 trials

of training, bees landed more on all rewarding colours than any

unrewarding colours (generalized linear mixed model (GLMM):

p , 0.0001; electronic supplementary material, table S6), but

there was no difference in landing proportions amongst rewarding

colours and no difference in landing proportions among unre-

warding colours. These results show that bees had no preference
between any of the rewarding colours. Bees naturally returned to

their nest to unload the collected sucrose solution once they

filled their crop. Bees were confined to the nest for 2 days after

training to prevent any further foraging experience. Bees still had

access to food, because each evening the colony was fed with

40% sucrose solution pipetted directly into their honey pots

every day (approx. 10 ml). On day 3, bees received a memory

retention test on the same chip setting as in training, except that

each chip contained 7 ml water (without sucrose). All landings

on chips within 3 min of entering the arena were recorded. Age-

matched bees (n ¼ 30; 12.8+0.4 days at end of experiment) were

collected immediately after the retention test (three colonies) for

immunolabelling.

(ii) Experiment 2
Training was performed exactly as in experiment 1 (figure 1a,b; one

colony), but age-matched bees (n ¼ 10; all 12 days at end of exper-

iment) were collected immediately after the final trip of the training

on the first day for immunolabelling. It has been shown that hours

are required, after stimulation, for new synapses to be formed, and

for synapsin to increase to levels where microglomerular com-

plexes are visible through immunolabelling [34–36]. We

collected bees immediately after training (less than 50 min) to

help eliminate the possibility that any new synapses would be

formed in the bumblebee brain.

(iii) Experiment 3
Age-matched bees (n ¼ 42; 13.1+0.3 days at end of experiment)

were randomly assigned to three different groups. Bees in the

No-colour Learning group (no pretraining) were allowed to land

and feed from one clear chip, then collected immediately upon

landing on a second clear chip. This collection method was

employed to confirm that bees were foragers and allowed us to

ensure that no long-term memory of visual information could be

formed and no synaptic changes would occur within the brain

areas to be examined because time of first landing to collection

was less than 1 min. For the Two-colour Learning group, bees for-

aged on 20 chips, half of them green and with 7 ml sucrose solution,

and the other half yellow, with 7 ml quinine solution. The spectral

reflectance of green and yellow is shown in the electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S1a–c. Each bee was trained

individually and had five foraging trips with an inter-trip interval

of 10 min. The 10-colour Learning group experienced the same

training procedure as bees in experiment 1 (figure 1b). All bees

in the Two-colour and 10-colour Learning groups were collected

immediately after the memory retention test conducted 2 days

after training for immunolabelling. Comparing these groups

gave us three levels of learning (no colour, some colour and several

colours) to compare with measured microglomerular density in

the visual input region of the bee mushroom bodies.

(iv) Experiment 4
Age-matched bees (n ¼ 37; 12.6+0.3 days at end of experiment)

were randomly assigned to three different groups. The 10-colour

Learning group experienced the same training procedure as in

experiment 3. Bees in the Activity Control group were trained to

associate 20 clear chips with reward, so that they received the

same foraging experience as the 10-colour Learning group, but

without experiencing any colours. Bees in the Colour Control

group were trained to associate five clear chips with reward

while 20 coloured chips were in the arena at the same time, so

that they received the same foraging experience and colours as

the 10-colour Learning group, but without learning to discriminate

any colours. These 20 coloured chips contained no reward or

water, and bees did not ever land on these coloured chips, and

therefore we know that bees did not learn any rewarding or pun-

ishing association with the colours. All three groups of bees

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. The relationship between microglomerular density and behaviour. (a) Microglomerular density in the collar correlated significantly and positively with
memory retention in experiment 1 (GLMM: p , 0.0001; electronic supplementary material, table S1). No correlation was found in the lip (b) or calyx volume (c).
(a – c) Symbols indicate different colonies (n ¼ 31 bees; colonies 1 – 3); experiment 1. (d ) There was a significant positive correlation between microglomerular
density in the collar and learning speed (number of errors during training) in experiment 2 (GLMM: p ¼ 0.0069; electronic supplementary material, table S2).
Again, no correlation was found in the lip (e) or calyx volume ( f ). (d – f ), n ¼ 10 bees; experiment 2. The t-value was the indicator for learning speed (Material
and methods). High t-values indicate slow learning whereas low t-values indicate fast learning. Generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) analysis was conducted and
the significance p-value of each factor is shown in each panel. Solid lines are lines of best fit on the means obtained from the generalized mixed model (electronic
supplementary material, tables S1 and S2). (Online version in colour.)
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received the same training protocol, five foraging trips with 10 min

inter-trip intervals. All bees were trained individually and col-

lected immediately after the memory retention test conducted

2 days after training for immunolabelling.

(d) Quantification of microglomeruli in the mushroom
body calyces

We established a methodology for immunolabelling of presynap-

tic terminals in whole-mount brains that enabled identification

of microglomeruli, employing an antibody to the synaptic

vesicle-associated protein synapsin I. Our method combined

the procedures from two previous studies [23,37] and the detailed -

procedures can be found in the electronic supplementary

material, S2.

(e) Statistical analysis
Statistical tests were conducted with MATLAB (MathWorks,

Natick, MA, USA). Details on statistical analyses can be found

in the electronic supplementary material, S3.
3. Results
(a) Memory retention and learning speed correlate with

microglomerular density
The two-colour visual discrimination task is a classic training

paradigm for studying bee learning and memory [38–40].

However, this is an easy task where performance variation

between individuals is limited when colours are easily dis-

tinguishable; learning speed is consistently fast and memory
retention is reliably good across individual bees given similar

training. We thus designed a more sensitive (to individual

differences) 10-colour Learning paradigm, where bees had to

distinguish five different rewarding colours from five different

punishing colours (figure 1a,b). The rationale for this design

was to make the visual task difficult enough to quantify differ-

ences in learning performance across individuals. Bumblebees

took more trips to remember all five rewarding colours and

avoid all five unrewarding colours, compared with Two-

colour Learning (t-test; t25¼ 24.61, p ¼ 1.02� 1024), and indi-

vidual differences in memory retention varied enough to be

examined (two-colour task: 93–100% choice accuracy; s.d.¼

2%; 10-colour task ¼ 73–100% choice accuracy; s.d. ¼ 10%).

In experiment 1, bees (n ¼ 30) learned to land on five

rewarding chips and to not land on five unrewarding chips

(Material and methods; figure 1a,b). Two days after training,

bees received a memory retention test on the same set-up as

in training. Bees were collected immediately after the retention

test to examine microglomerular density in the mushroom

bodies. Only the density of microglomeruli in the collar

region of the mushroom body calyx was significantly, and posi-

tively, correlated with memory retention (GLMM: p , 0.0001,

figure 2a; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Micro-

glomerular density in the lip region did not correlate with

long-term memory retention, nor did calyx volume

(figure 2b,c; electronic supplementary material, table S1).

It could be that better memory performance in experiment 1

resulted from better learning. Each bee learned the task to pro-

ficiency (100% performance on the last trip), and so this could

not be a determining factor. However, bees did reach profi-

ciency at different rates, i.e. bees’ learning speeds varied.

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Therefore, to explore whether bees’ faster speed of learning

causes higher microglomerular density in the collar region

and this then results in better memory performance, or whether

it is already in place to allow for better performance, we trained

another group of bees (n ¼ 10) on the same visual learning

paradigm as experiment 1 above, but each bee was collec-

ted immediately after training (experiment 2, Material and

methods). As with memory performance, only microglo-

merular density in the collar correlated significantly, and

positively, with learning speed (GLMM: p ¼ 0.0069, figure 2d;

electronic supplementary material, table S2). Microglomerular

density in the lip region did not correlate with learning speed,

nor did calyx volume (figure 2e,f; electronic supplementary

material, table S2). These findings suggest that a higher micro-

glomerular density within the mushroom body collar may

predispose bees to better performance in both learning speed

and long-term memory retention in a visual learning task.

(b) Visual learning correlates with greater
microglomerular density

To determine how visual learning affects microglomerular

density, we exposed three groups of bees to varying levels

of visual learning experiences (n ¼ 42; No-colour Learning,

Two-colour Learning and 10-colour Learning; experiment 3,

Material and methods). The microglomerular density

within the collar region of the mushroom bodies of bees

in the 10-colour Learning group was higher compared

with the No-colour Learning group (GLMM: p ¼ 0.0156,

figure 3a; electronic supplementary material, table S3). No

differences in microglomerular density were found in the

lip (GLMM, figure 3b; electronic supplementary material,

table S3). However, the total calyx volume of the 10-colour

Learning group bees was significantly different from No-

colour Learning (GLMM: p ¼ 0.0011, figure 3c; electronic

supplementary material, table S3).

These differences in both microglomerular density and

calyx volume, in the 10-colour Learning groups could be

because of greater foraging activity during training or increased

visual experience or visual learning. To determine to what

degree, in our paradigm, learning induces changes in microglo-

merular density, we trained another three groups of bees in a

similar paradigm (n ¼ 37; Activity Control group, Colour Con-

trol group and Learning group; experiment 4; Material and

methods; figure 1b). All three groups of bees experienced similar

amounts of foraging activity during training. Both the Colour

Control and Learning groups were exposed to similar colour

information. Only the Learning group experienced colour learn-

ing. Microglomerular density in the mushroom body collar of

the Learning group was significantly higher than the Activity

Control group (GLMM: p ¼ 0.0143, figure 3d; electronic sup-

plementary material, table S4), suggesting that colour learning

may have increased microglomerular density, rather than any

changes that might be caused by just physical activity. However,

there was no difference between microglomerular density in the

mushroom body collar of the Learning group and the Colour

Control group (GLMM, figure 3d; electronic supplementary

material, table S4), suggesting that colour information may

alone be responsible for the microglomerular density differen-

ces observed in our visual learning paradigm. Again, no

differences in microglomerular density were found across

these three groups in the lip region (GLMM, figure 3e; electronic

supplementary material, table S4). Interestingly, the total
calyx volume was not found to be different across groups

(GLMM, figure 3f; electronic supplementary material, table S4),

suggesting that foraging activity alone may be largely

responsible for the calyces volumetric changes observed.
4. Discussion
(a) General findings
We examined how the variation in learning and memory

performance across individual bumblebees relates to microglo-

merular density in their brain. Individual bees that performed

well in the retention test (experiment 1) and individual bees

that learned quickly in training (experiment 2) had a relatively

high microglomerular density in the visual input region of the

mushroom body calyx, compared with bees that performed

more poorly. This correlation was modality specific, as we

found no correlation between microglomerular density in the

lip region of the calyx and memory retention or learning

speed. This was expected because the collar region of the

calyx receives incoming visual information while the lip

receives incoming olfactory information. Our results suggest

that higher microglomerular density, which signifies more

functional synapses [36,41,42], in the visual input region

(calyx collar) of the brain may predispose bees to better visual

learning and memory performance.

Can we determine to what extent learning contributed to

memory performance through microglomerular changes? We

found no difference between mean microglomerular density

directly after learning in experiment 2 and mean microglomer-

ular density after memory retention in experiment 1 (t-test;

t38 ¼ 0.2419, p ¼ 0.8101). This obviously does not mean that

learning does not cause changes in microglomerular density,

especially given our experiments 3 and 4 results, but this

might suggest that inter-individual differences in microglo-

merular density influence memory performance more than

learning, in our paradigm. However, this type of comparison

would really have to be done with bees from the same

colony, which was not the case here. In addition, learning

speed of individuals tested in experiment 1 and their

memory retention did not correlate (GLMM; electronic sup-

plementary material, table S5). This only suggests that

learning probably causes varying degrees of changes in micro-

glomerular density across individuals. The correlation (or lack

of correlation) between these two measures is unhelpful for

inferring the degree to which learning induced synaptic com-

plex formation contributes to better memory performance.

Higher microglomerular density however does seem to lead

to faster learning speed and better memory retention.

We subsequently examined how microglomerular density

and calyx volume differed depending on the numbers of col-

ours learnt by bees (10 colours; two colours; no colours;

experiment 3). Microglomerular density in the calyx collar, as

well as the volume of the entire calyx, of bees that had learned

10 colours was significantly higher than in bees that had

received no training or had learned two colours, indicating

that long-term visual memory formation may result in greater

microglomerular density in the collar and volumetric changes

within the calyx in this specific task.

We then explored how visual learning, visual experience and

foraging experience contributed to changes in neural architec-

ture (experiment 4). Here, we examined how microglomerular

density and calyx volume differed depending on whether bees

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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group (a; GLMM; p ¼ 0.0156; electronic supplementary material, table S3). No differences in lip microglomerular density were found across groups (b; GLMM; electronic
supplementary material, table S3). Calyx volume of the 10-colour Learning group was significantly higher than in the No-colour Learning group (c; GLMM; p ¼ 0.0011;
electronic supplementary material, table S3). (d – f ) A, Activity Control group (n ¼ 12); C, Colour Control group (n ¼ 13); L, Learning group (n ¼ 12); experiment 4.
Microglomerular density in the collar of the Learning group was significantly higher than in the Activity Control group (d; GLMM; p ¼ 0.0143; electronic supplementary
material, table S4). There were no differences across these three groups for microglomerular density in the lip (e; GLMM; electronic supplementary material, table S4) or
calyx volume ( f; GLMM; electronic supplementary material, table S4). Asterisks indicate significant differences ( p , 0.05). Horizontal bars indicate mean. Vertical bars
indicate standard error of the mean.
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learned to discriminate multiple colours (Learning), experienced

the same colours without any learnt association (Colour), or

experienced foraging without any flower-like colour exposure

or learning (Activity). In the collar region, microglomerular den-

sity was significantly greater in the Learning group compared

with the Activity Control group, while no difference was present

between the Learning group and the Colour Control group.

These results suggest that although colour learning may increase
microglomerular density in the collar region of the mushroom

body calyx, visual experience of colour (enrichment) alone

may play a significant role in the microglomerular density

differences seen in the Learning group.

We expect that the observed microglomerular density

changes were owing to visual input from the projection neur-

ons into the collar region of the mushroom bodies. However,

we cannot rule out some contribution from feedback neurons

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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from the mushroom body lobes [43,44], although the func-

tional role of these neurons and the contribution of these

mostly inhibitory neurons to synaptic plasticity is unknown.
.royalsocietypublishing.org
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(b) Comparisons with previous works
Haenicke [45] using a classical conditioning paradigm, showed

that odour response activity, measured via calcium imaging, of

microglomeruli in the mushroom body calyx of the honeybee

correlated with the expression level of individual short-term

memory in the proboscis extension reflex. These results may

provide a potential functional link to our finding that learn-

ing speed, a behavioural correlate of short-term memory,

correlates with microglomerular density.

Sommerlandt et al. [29] found no difference in microglo-

merular density between honeybees trained to colours with

differential conditioning or with absolute conditioning or

‘stimulus-naive’ bees. Differences in the age of bees, and prior

experience before experiments, which were not controlled for

in their study, might have obscured any genuine interactions

of experimental treatment with microglomerular differences.

In our study, the advantage of working with bumblebees was

that both age and experience could more easily be controlled

for, mainly because bumblebees, unlike honeybees, can easily

and successfully live and forage in a laboratory hive box and

arena. Sommerlandt et al. did find a correlation between the

performance of honeybees that learned through differential con-

ditioning and their microglomerular density in the mushroom

body calyx. This weak negative correlation, as surmised by

the authors, could be owing to variations in experience by the

honeybees; pruning of neural connections with increased age

and experience may correlate with better discrimination ability,

or potentially less explorative behaviour [29]. Van Nest et al. [28]

found no correlation between microglomerular density in

the mushroom body calyces and honeybee performance on a

two-colour visual discrimination task. In our study, we found

a statistically strong positive correlation between performance

on a visual discrimination task and microglomerular density

in the mushroom body calyxes, and specifically in the visual

input region (collar region). The reason for the difference in

sign of correlation (with [28]) and significance (with [29]) may

be owing to the differences in controls, as we controlled for

both age and prior foraging experience. In addition, the

10-colour Learning task in our experiment was arguably more

difficult than the traditional Two-colour Learning task used

by these other studies. The increased difficulty of the visual

task allowed for more variation in performance and is probably

responsible for the correlation with microglomerular density we

observed in bees.

Formation of long-term memory accompanying greater

microglomerular density has been shown within the olfactory

domain both in honeybees [25] and ants [26]. However, we

show for the first time, to our knowledge, that changes in

microglomerular density can be induced via acquisition of

visual memory.

Structural plasticity can also manifest itself via more gross

volumetric changes, especially in response to foraging experi-

ence [23,46,47]. However, Hourcade et al. [25] showed that

long-term olfactory memory formation did not affect lip

volume of honeybees after formation of odour memories. The

apparent conflict of these results and ours may, again, be

explained by the difference in difficultyof tasks used. Hourcade

et al. trained honeybees to only one odour, and used restrained
honeybees, which limited both physical activity and all incom-

ing sensory information. We used free-flying bumblebees

exposed to 10 different colours. In addition, others have

shown that visual stimulation (exposure to sunlight or an

artificial light source, for 45 min, five times, with 1 h 15 min

inter-trial-intervals, for 3–4 days) induces volume increases

in the collar of the mushroom body calyx in ants and honey-

bees [21,24]. It is possible that experiencing a greater number

of different training stimuli during free-flight might be

responsible for the volumetric changes we observed.

A plethora of studies have shown that increased number of

environmental stimuli in which an animal interacts with

(environmental enrichment) induces both structural and func-

tional neural plasticity as well as improved learning and

memory [48]. It may be that within our controlled environment

of the laboratory, experience of 10 novel colours may represent

an enriched environment able to induce significant structural

reorganization in the visual regions of the brain.

In fact, the greater microglomerular density and calyx

volume in the 10-colour Learning group could have resulted

from a combination of foraging activity, colour stimulation or

colour learning. Visual stimulation via light exposure is

known to induce changes in microglomerular density

[21,24,27]. But our work provides a strong correlation between

microglomerular density and memory retention, a strong cor-

relation between increased microglomerular density and

faster learning, and evidence that increased experience with

colours led to increased microglomerular density.

Intriguingly, there were no significant differences for the

total calyx volume among Learning, Colour Control and

Activity Control groups, in experiment 4, where we examined

how colour learning, colour experience and foraging experi-

ence related to differences in microglomerular density and

calyx volume. Our results indicate that foraging experience

(or physical activity) may contribute to the total calyx

volume changes in the 10-colour Learning group (experi-

ment 3). Alternatively, stimulation beyond colour (spatial,

direction, olfactory, tactile, etc.) may contribute to differences

in whole calyx volume, which might have overshadowed

any changes owing to learning or colour information. In fact,

natural foraging activity has been shown to cause differences

in the volume of mushroom bodies [47,49].
(c) Ecological significance
Natural variations in learning speed and memory retention

across bees may exist because of the need for colonies to explore

new resources for food throughout the season as the floral pat-

terns and food sources change over time, i.e. rather than making

errors, some bees may be exploring alternative options [50,51].

Genetic differences across colonies and natural variations in

microglomerular density across individual bees may predict

bees’ foraging performance, but they may also predict individ-

ual’s exploratory behaviour or other behaviour yet untested.

Future work should attempt to combine both measurements

of learning performance and foraging behaviour.

In summary, our results show that microglomerular density

in the visual input region (collar of calyx) of the bumblebee

mushroom body positively correlates with memory retention

and learning speed. This correlation does not imply causality,

but is, to our knowledge, the first to suggest a link between

synaptic complex density and individual bee learning perform-

ance (on a specific task). This is probably because our novel task

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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design was more difficult for bees to learn, which led to a

larger variation in individual performance and because in our

laboratory setting, as opposed to bees’ natural environment,

we could control better for potential conflicting influences

on microglomerular density. These new findings provide

methods and a model animal for exploring how the brain

encodes inter-individual differences in learning. We have

shown that visual learning results in greater microglomerular

density, and that exposure to colour information may play

a significant role in experience-dependent changes in microglo-

merular density. Our findings add new insight into how visual

learning and experience affect neural structure and suggest

new avenues of research for studying the interplay between

these phenomena.
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